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Players asked to pay $40 each as restitution

Angelo Foccia
els ked to Iltl

By Daniel Vasquez
ceived such benefits from San FranThree Spartan basketball players cisco attorney Melvin Belli Feb. 3.
ended their 24-day boycott and agThe $40 is a minimal repayment
reed to pay their share of $400 in res- amount. Hoffman said.
titution payments in order to play
The amount, which covers legal
next season. SJSU Athletic Director services and a Super Bowl dinner
Randy Hoffman announced Friday.
given on Belli’s yacht Jan. 22, is diAngelo Foccia, David Hollaway, vided into two parts, Hoffman said.
and Tony Farmer agreed to restituHalf is based on an estimated avtion payments for National Colle- erage of legal fees calculated by
giate Athletic Association bylaws vi- Hoffman at the request of the NCAA
olations. Hoffman said.
and agreed upon by that association.
The Association said each player
Belli would not supply the univerwill be responsible for one -tenth of sity’s attorneys with his own
the entire bill, or $40. he added.
amount. He has stated that the playThe players were found in viola- ers did not receive any legal services
tion of NCAA rules that prohibit ath- from him, and he never intended to
letes from receiving extra benefits charge them anything.
not available to the general student
The second $20 will cover the dinpopulation. The players allegedly re- ner and was "just an amount we

picked," Hoffman said. The NCAA
agreed, he added.
Farmer said the arrangement was
agreeable to him and he looked forward to returning to the basketball
team after a meeting of the three
players and Hoffman Friday.
The players may also be asked to
sit out additional games next season
for the violations, but will probably
receive credit for missing games this
season, said Janet Justus, director of
eligibility for the NCAA.
Of the remaining seven players,
only two are still in a position to return next season.
Sophomore Sean Davis and freshman Damon Greer have not come
See PLAYERS, hack page

Tony Farmer

Downtown sees
University plans childcare building renovation

trend,
increase in value

Spartan City
possible site

By Mary R. Callahan
Daily staff writer
San Jose State University has
the greatest need for child care of
the 19 California State University campuses, according to a
needs assessment survey commissioned by Governor Deukmejian last year.
And, though often at odds
with one another on university
issues, SJSU administrators and
student officers are working together to find a solution.
Students
The
Associated
Board of Directors passed a resochild
care at
lution Feb. 8 putting
the top of its list of concerns for
1989. Board members have been
working since last May preparing preliminary sketches for a
new childcare center, and a
Childcare Building Committee
has been created to draft specific
designs for the center.
University officials recently
filed a budget request for demolition of Spartan City buildings in
hopes of clearing the way for the
proposed center, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton said at a Feb. 7
press conference.
Use of the site for a childcare
facility must be approved by the
CSU Board of Trustees through
an amendment to the campus
master plan.
A.S. President Terry McCar-,
thy said university officials have
already identified 80,000 square
feet on the site for child care.
The problem, as always, is
funding.
The entire project will cost between $1.5 and $2 million, McCarthy said.
Neither general fund monies
nor bond revenues intended for
construction of classroom buildings can be used to build a childcare center, Fullerton said.
The most common funding
source for CSU childcare buildings has been A.S. contributions
provided through slightly increased A.S. fees, she said, citing a new facility at CSU-Sacramento as an example.
Sacramento’s A.S. fees were
raised by $2.50 per semester for
a SI million project
"We’d be looking at about
$3.50 per student" in increases.
he said, "hut students would
have to vote and approve any fee
increase."
To avoid raising A.S. fees.
university officials have been
"inquiring quietly" about an unusual new funding idea, Fullerton said.

By Andrew H. Channing
Daily staff writer

Imagine living in a museum.
A mansion, actually.
Tall ceilings and hardwood floors
abound in this four-story structure.
That’s what life in a circa 1895
Victorian house is like for SJSU student Doug Crummey. a freshman
majoring in electrical engineering.
"My mom’s fascinated with Victorian houses and collecting crystal," said Crummey. "It’s like living in a museum."
The house, located at 523 S. Sixth
St., one block east of Duncan Hall.
is part of San Jose’s heritage. It is
being renovated by Crummey’s
mother. This renovation trend is beginning to catch on in downtown San
Jose.
Gentrification, a process in which
wealthy people enter depressed
neighborhoods and raise property
values by improving real estate, is
beginning to occur in the neighborhoods around campus.
"It’s an aesthetically pleasing
kind of thing," said professor Peter
Haas of the political science department."If a large area of a neighborhood is gentrified, housing prices go
way up.
Mrs. Crummey’s Victorian house
was purchased last year for

’If a large area
of a neighborhood
is gentrified,
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way up.’
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Greeks look for unity
Professor worried
about segregation
in minority f rats

Mike Deemer Daily staff photographer

Children playing on the slide in the yard of the Frances Gulland Child Care Center
Every term. CSU students are
charged a facility fee ($3 per semester at SJSU) to help build
health centers on campuses in the
state-wide system. SJSU already
had a health center when it be-

came part of the CSU system
and, with the exception of remodeling required to put in the
campus pharmacy, has not
needed any of the money.
"Our students have paid tor a

lot of years $3 plus every term
into a fund that has built the student health facilities on other
campuses." Fullerton said.
See CHII.D, hack page

By F.. Mark Moreno
Daily staff writer
In an age of conservative racial
policies in government. of white-supremecist skinheads in high schools
and minority protests at SJSU. some
black and Hispanic students believe
that minority -student Greek organizations ate necessary.
"It’s necessary so one can identify
with others," said Regina Calloway,
a speech communications major and
member of the Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority. She was public relations
coordinator for the I I th Annuai
Greek Show Weekend, an entenainment program featuring black fraternities and sororities which ran Friday
through Sunday.
"If your background was German,
you would want to get to know about
yourself," Calloway said. "You
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Campus fountain to flow this spring; alumni donations help plarh
Getting the necessary funds,
though, is a definite problem, priIt’s not hard to notice that the big marily because even with the esticement pit near Tower Hall, com- mate no one knows for certain how
monly called the SJSU fountain, much money will be available to fix
the fountain.
isn’t holding any water.
Originally, the fountain was to be
The fountain has been dry for
nearly two years. due to mechanical a gift from last year’s senior class.
Over $73,(XX) was pledged last year,
faults and safety concerns.
But a 554,7(K) estimate received but only $21 ,(XX) has been collected,
last week from the architect hired to according to Robert Binge, SJSU’s
renovate the fountain may bring the vice president for development.
"It wouldn’t he prudent at this
spouting -off date one step closer.
By Joel Beers

Daily staff writer

Haas

Political science professor

what steps can be taken to reduce the
cost."
The architect, John Loomis of the
SWA group, said the $55,000 estimate could be lowered if existing
piping and pumps are kept.
"(The university) is looking into
ways to reuse some of the existing
piping, which we recommended
against, since it’s been there 20
that we have received in pledges years." Loomis said.
does not equal the estimate, and we
The estimate includes the arneed to talk to the architect and see chitect’s fees, as well as the cost of

The fountain has been dry for two years,
due to mechanical faults and safety
concerns.
time to comment on the estimate or
even a date for the fountain’s completion," Ringe said. "The money
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Keep the faith

Mary Callahan

Rubber review
National Condom Week is here, and boy, what a
bash it’s going to be.
You’ve heard about them, you’ve read about
them, you’ve seen them in the stores. And now
our lovely little latex friends are coming right to
San Jose State University free for the asking!
We’ll be celebrating condoms all week long
(Feb. 12-18) with special games and events.
But the big excitement begins with the condom
giveaway scheduled for Wednesday and Thursday,
the 15th and 16th. Students can receive packets of
condomsdifferent shapes, different colors,
different brands along with a rating sheet.
That’s right: Try them out on your friends, and
you be the judge.
It’s fun, it’s safe. It’s all right!
Wow. Sorry. Swept away by the moment. But
let’s face it: In the world we live in, condoms may
be the best thing going.
I know, we’ve had all the C. Everett Koop, all
the actors putting on socks in public service
announcements ... all the AIDS discussion we can
handle. But it’s not going away. And surveys
show that many Americans, especially college
students, are just not taking the whole problem
seriously.
So, there are two ways we can deal with it.
If you won’t take it seriously, treat it as fun.
AIDS is not a laughing matter, but maybe by
approaching it with humor we can give it the
attention it demands.
Maybe rating condoms as a joke will eliminate
some of the avoidance and embarrassment that
usually accompanies their use. If it’s OK to try
them out in honor of the occasion, maybe it won’t
he as awkward to pull one out of your wallet or
purse the next time. Take a chance. Get used to
them.
Now, this is important. I will not condone a
week-long, campus-wide, wholesale sexual frenzy.
Its against my religious beliefs.
But if you are sexually active anyway, making
light of those weird little rubber discs that

Maybe rating condoms
as a joke will eliminate
some of the avoidance
and embarrassment
that usually
accompanies their use.
magically turn into sausage casings may be a good
way to increase the emotional comfort factor
associated with these personal protection devices.
On the other hand, if you arc so inclined, go out
on a limb. Think of National Condom Week as
cause for reflection and learning. Not everyone is
at risk, and there’s no cause for panic. But it might
be a good time for evaluation of the situation.
Consider: 424 full-blown AIDS cases, with a
cumulative fatality rate of 54 percent, were
recorded by the Santa,Clara County Health
Department between 1983 and January 1989.
Consider: The health department estimates
that 6,800 county citizens carry the AIDS virus.
Consider: One in every 300 U.S. college
students may be infected with the virus, according
to a study completed last year. Okay, so the survey
was controversial. It’s still worth thinking about.
Consider: As we have heard so many times
before, "Barring abstinence, the use of condoms is
the most effective protection against AIDS," as
well as other sexually transmitted diseases.
Consider: CONDOMS ARE NOT 100
PERCENT EFFECTIVE. A recent UCLA study
determined that, though some condoms are better
than others, condom failure rate is generally very
low. With proper use, their efficacy rate falls
somewhere in the 90 percent range.
Obviously, the key is to use condoms properly.
You’ve got to put them on right and at the right
time. You’ve got to store them correctly and know
how to spot defects. You have to know what
chemical substances may cause a condom to
deteriorate. You should know that most health
experts believeusing spermicides containing
Nonoxyno1-9 in conjunction with condoms
increases protection against AIDS.
Its a lot. And I probably shouldn’t be
preaching. But it seems stupid to wait until AIDS
affects someone you know, someone you love or
yourself, before doing something to stop it.

Ignorance makes a quiet campus
There is something going on here
at San Jose State. I think the word
I’m looking for is apathy.
Maybe I was expecting too much
when I left high school for the world
of college. I wanted to experience
the issues firsthand. Sit-ins, pickets
and protests. But I don’t find any
here at SJSU.
I’d like to write about issues on
the campus. I don’t want to tell you
about my dog Maggie and I don’t
think you care to read about her. But
at times 1 may be forced to because
of the lack of issues here at school.
I don’t know if our student body
can create any noise. The last time I
remember the students protesting
anything was May 16th, 1988, when
a rally was held in response to the
school cutting four sports from the
athletic program (wrestling, track.
cross country and field hockey).
Even then, there was a very small
turnout.
stretch my arithmetic
and say 50 people. It was disgusting.
A rally like that should have drawn
hundreds.
Burning the effigy of Athletic Director Randy Hoffman. right or
wrong, was the type of action I
thought I would find on a college

don’t see anything. Remember last
year when there was a walk against
racism on campus? You probably
don’t because the participation was
terrible. Getting involved in issues
allows you to see things that otherwise you would be blind to.

Matthew D.
Anderson
campus.
Now a new animal research facility is opening on campus; that
should be enough for someone to
complain about. And I mean more
then silent complaining. In a Daily
interview about the facility a spokesman said, "We don’t use dogs. cats
or monkeys, these are the animals
activists get upset about." I don’t
know about you. but I like rabbits.
hamsters and guinea pigs. too. So far
1 havn’t heard any rumbling from the
students.
How many of you are aware that
it’s black history month? Where is
all the awareness’.’ I’m looking hut I

I’m not saying that everybody
should put on their marching boots
and walk on capitol hill. Maybe,
though, you should try and be aware
of what is happening in the world
you
today. This is college do
think that when you’re 40 years old
with a family to support and bills to
pay you are going to be overly concerned about the people that can’t
buy freedom in this world? Give
little thought to those that need it.
I don’t expect to see people suddenly out in forces demanding that
issues such as the Rec Center cost
overrun be justified or that Gail Fultenon actually take a walk on campus when students are around. What
I’d like to see happen is for people to
better the school by bettering themselves. All it takes is a little education that comes when you open your
eyes and mind.

Letters to the Editor
Let tragedy rest
Editor,
I am writing in response to an
article that I found very upsetting in
your Feb. 3 edition on the sports
page. The article was titled "SJSU
coaches concerned about effects of
downtown shooting," written by
Shelby Grad. Were you people hard
up for an article and thought this
one might be a good one? It’s not.
It shows a total lack of taste and
tact.

Palm 1,.0
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What happened on Jan. 20 was
three people lost their lives in a
terrible tragedy. Two were killed
while doing their jobprotecting
this city and its people, of which
you and I are a part. To even think
of connecting this tragedy to an
athletic program is not only bad
reporting but also shows great
insensitivity.
I’m sure that if Officer Simpson
and Officer Silva were aware of the
horrible inconvenience their deaths
had placed on the SJSU athletic

program, they would have acted
differently.
I can’t believe you thought this
was a newsworthy article. Those
police officers are being honored, as
they rightly should be, and you are
saying that they disturbed an
athletic program.
I have often enjoyed reading the
Spartan Daily but now I find myself
questioning its journalistic integrity
Amy Towle
Freshman
Social Work

AND FEEL roit
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first time I saw Ken Meberg, he
The
towered over a massive desk that
dominated his tiny paneled office. A
handshake across the sea of papers preluded a
grueling interview session. I desperately
wanted the school district public information
job he was about to offer me.
I was nervous; he was charming. I
fidgeted; he propped his feet on his desk and
lit up a cigarette. I perspired as he puffed.
The hope was unbearable.
The last time I saw Dr. Meberg, it was
across that same behemoth desk nearly three
years later, telling me I had to go. I was
stunned; he was uncomfortable. I struggled
with the lump in my throat; he was apologetic
but firm. It seemed the school board had
bigger and better plans for my position, he
explained, and those plans required a
Bachelor’s degree. Something I lacked.
As I fretted over my situation, one thought
haunted me: I would never get where I
wanted to go without a degree. My plan to
return to college was born. Anticipation
revived me.
I’m not sure what Dr. Meberg expected, but
he certainly looked impressed when I told him
my plans. I suppose I should be grateful he
set the circumstances in motion that propelled
me to San Jose State. I just didn’t want to tell
him that.
I never let completely go, however. I kept
in touch through my best friend, Ellen. She
updated me on all the major changes -- who
was principal at which school, who left the
district, who was seeing whom.
It was Ellen I called when I first heard the
news. Dr. Meberg was in the hospital. He
had been losing weight for some time, to the
point of gauntness. Then there was pain. The
diagnosis, Ellen told me, was pancreatitis.
I was shocked. Pancreatitis is a disease
with which I am well acquainted. I know
what it’s like to live with excruciating pain
gripping the most central organ of the body.
Specialists told me they would be surprised if
I lasted longer than five years, then detailed a
lingering process through which I might
expire. If the disease didn’t get me, I thought,
the fear certainly would.
But that was six years and four doctors ago.
I cherish each day I defy those doctors’
predictions, although some days are still
pretty hard to get through.
Two weeks ago I phoned Pam, his
secretary, for a progress report. She said
surgery revealed inoperable malignant tumors
on his pancreas.
They handed him his death sentence that
day.
Aftcr I hung up, I reflected on the man
fate had dealt such a dirty blow. A
strong, independent leader with a nononsense approach, I knew if anyone could
beat this rap, Dr. Meberg would.
He loved a good joke, although he detested
surprises. Not many could take him unaware
and emerge unscathed.
We did, once, though, for his birthday.
Ellen and I conspired with the girls in
Accounting to fill his office with streamers,
confetti and helium balloons he had to wade
through to get to his desk. An inflatable
mannequin wearing a blue bikini waited at his
chair.
It was a day of celebration at the district
office where more attention was given to
plotting our surprises than was given to the
day’s work. We constructed a "throne,"
dubbed "Kenny’s Chair," complete with a
plunger for a scepter and a Burger King
crown. In this fashion he reigned over the
lunch hour as employees performed skits,
poems and songs that honored, teased,
immortalized him. We did it because we love
him.
The news that cancer was about to claim
this vital man shook me. In spite of all that
transpired almost two years ago, I still regard
my former boss with the utmost respect. It’s a
rare individual who can inspire such loyalty.
Friday I called Pam to hear the latest. I
knew as soon as I heard her voice that things
looked brighter. She had visited him, she
said, and he looked good. But more
importantly, he felt good, and was determined
to fight it. She said he was already planning
the day he would return to work.
I hope so, Dr. Meberg. Because I’d been
planning another surprise for you.
I’ve been imagining the look on your face
when I walk through your office door, waving
my degree, hoping you’d be impressed and a
little proud. That would be the moment I
could honestly say there are no hard feelings.
Now, I may not have that chance. But
there’s hope.
There’s always hope, Ken.
Sallie Mattison is the Assigning
Editor/News.
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A.S. discusses
funding issues
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer

Funding for a major AIDS conference was approved last Wednesday
by the Associated Students Board of
Directors.
The conference will be held April
29 at the County Building. The
SJSU Women’s Center is contributing $300 from its budget to the free
event.
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Shelter from the cold

conference top $2,000, Warren said.
In other board action, the A.S. decided to table a proposal to regulate
the blue newspaper distribution
boxes until Wednesday.
The proposal comes in the form of
a resolution by Richard Fajilan, director of communications.
It calls for campus publications
that desire use of the blue boxes to
pay $5 per month or $20 per semes-

’This is a very exciting event because it
deals with the major AIDS issues. We
expect good attendance from the
community’
- Deborah Warren
A.S. director of non-traditional affairs
Alyssa Jensen -- Daiiy staff photographer

Because the funds would go to an
off-campus event, the allocation had
to be approved by the A.S.
"This is a very exciting event because it deals with one of the major
AIDS issues," said Deborah Warren, director of non-traditional affairs. ’’We expect good attendance
from the community."
The conference will include an address by Academic Senate President
Wiggsy Sivensen.
The all -day program will deal
with issues such as condom use,
women with AIDS and how to educate children about the disease.
Child care will be provided and
free lunches may also be offered,
Warren said.
Other event sponsors include the
University of Santa Clara, Planned
Parenthood, the County AIDS ProProfessional
Business
gram,
omen, and the Junior League of
San Jose.
Total contributions for the AIDS

ter to the A.S. business office.
Off-campus publications would
have to pay $10 per month or $40
per semester.
The proceeds from the blue box
rentals would be given to the Spartan
Daily as a supplement to its budget.
The resolution was criticized by
John Bliss, president of the Spartan
Review. His newspaper now uses
the boxes for distribution.
"It’s censorship," Bliss said.
"They don’t own the boxes so they
don’t have the right to charge for
them."
The blue boxes, which according
to the resolution are owned by the
A.S., were formerly the distribution
centers for the Independent Weekly,
a student -run alternative to the Spartan Daily that is now defunct.
The resolution states that since the
A.S. could be liable for the content
of publications in the blue boxes, the
director of communications must
"approve" any publication that
wants to use the boxes.

An unidentified women, chilled by the recent cold weather, sleeps at
the San Jose Branch of the California National Guard Armor’,, lroni-

call’,, the armory was closed for the weekend when a record -breaking
cold front moved into San Jose. It was closed due to National Guard
maneuvers.

SJSU Student Services to award shopping sprees
By Elizabeth James
Daily staff writer
Student Services will award free
shopping sprees to five lucky students who panicpate in a scavenger
hunt.
The hunt will be held Tuesday as
part of "Student Services Information Day." Prizes include $100 gift
certificates at Eastridge Mall.
"This is the first information day
that we’ve done," said Meredith
Moran, the assistant to the dean of
Student Services. She said the day’s
main objective is to hand out literature explaining the services available
to students.

Student Services thinks picking up
the tab is worthwhile if the contest
familiarizes students with its programs.
The certificates are easy to win,
according to Trey Duffy, support
services coordinator for Disabled
Students Services.
"If students go pick up all the
items, they have a good chance of
winning," Duffy said.
The hunt starts at the Student
Union information tables, where a
handout will list the nine items
needed to win. The items are available at each of the nine student service offices around campus.

display its services and each is giving away a free gift. Included in the
give-away are a mini first -aid kit
from Health Services and a frisbee
I rom the Student l’nion.

The purpose of the hunt is to get
the students out to the offices so they
know where they are. Duffy said.
"The hunt really isn’t a hunt at
all," she said "The items will be
given to the participants at each office."
Tables will he set up on the main
floor of the Student Union from
a.m. to 2 p in Tuesday The day’s
theme is -Student services loses
you.’ ’
The tables will have a ’alentine’s
decor, according to Moran.
"Look for the balloons and red
hearts,’ ’ she said.
Each office will have a table to

Entertainment v.ill he provided by
singer and SJSU student Janis A.
from noon to I p in in the upper pad
of the Student 1 mon

more information call 795 nos
Gay and Lesbian

Guest speaker on substance abuse,
lo
S
Unitinhum Room.

Winners must turn in all the required items to Administration
Building 242 by. Thursday. A drawing v. ill be held Feb 20 at noon. Entrants need not he present to win.

SpartaGuide
TODAY

TUI SDAY

Catholic Newman Community:
Daily lenten mass, 5:30 p.m., Tenth
and San Carlos Streets. For more information call 298-0204.
Cotnmunity
Newman
Church:Mass. 6:30 and 8 p.m., 300
South Tenth Street. For more information call 298-0204.
United Campus Christian Ministry: Prayer Group, 3:30 p.m., 300
South Tenth Street. For more information call 298-0204.
SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: Practice, 3 p.m., Spartan Complex
Room 202. For more information
:all 258-9/100.
A.S.
InterCultural Steering
Committee: Meeting, 3 p.m., S.U.
Montalvo Room. For more information call 292-3197.
Alpha Phi Omega: Meeting, 7
p.m.. S.C. Montalvo Room. For
more informationcall 415-795-6081.
Federation of Indian Associates
and Indian Students Association:
India Exhibition, 8 a.m., Engineering Building Rooms 285 and
287. For more information call 9243854.
Spartan Review: Weekly meeting. 12:30 p.m.. S.U. Montalvo
Room. For more information call
415-656-6335.
SJSU Film Production Club:
Meeting, 2 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 222. For more information
call 924-4571.
SJSU Voyinam Vietvodao Club:
Vietnamese martial art practice, 7:30
p.m., Spartan Complex Room 202.
For more information call 295-7125

Tau Delta Phi: Smoker for prospective members, 7 p.m., Spartan
Memorial Chapel. For more information call 266-7687.
Federation of Indian Association and Indian Student Association: India Exhibition, 8 a.m., Engineering Building Rocems 285 and
287. for more information call 9243854.
Women’s Basketball: Versus
Univ. of Hawaii, 7.30 p.m., Spartan
Complex Room 89. For more information call 924-1446.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Prime time, 7:15 p.m., S.U. Council
Chambers. For more information
call 294-4249.
Student California Teachers Association: Meeting, noon, Sweeney
Hall Room 331. For more information call 268-0116.
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room.
Chicano Library Resource Center: Speaker: lose Antonio Burciaga. noon, Wahlquist Library
North Room 306.
Student Services Division: Student Services Day, 9 a.m., Student
Union. For more information call
924-6117.
Tuesday Night Bible Study: The
Love of Christ, 7 p.m., Campus
Christian Center. For more information call 297-7506.
Chemistry Department: Seminar, 4:30 p.m., Duncan Hall Room
135. For more information call 9245000
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Campus Crusade For Christ:
Prime Time, 7:15 p.m., S.U. Council Chambers. For more information
call 294-4249.
Christian Students Fellowship:
Bible study/fellowship meeting,
noon, S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call 268- I 41 I
WI DNUSDAY

tions and Indian Students Association: India Exhibition, 8 a.m., Engineering Building Rooms 285 and
287. For more information call 9243854.
Mu Alpha Gamma: Meeting,
4:30 p.m., Dwight Bentel Hall
Room 205. For more information
call 293-4174.
SJSU V.A.C.E.: Volunteering
recruiting fair, 9 a.m., Student
Union main level. For more information call 297-VACE
Black Faculty and Staff Association: Meeting. noon, Afro-American Studies Building Conference
Room. For more information call
924-6117.
Akbayan: Meeting. 2 p.m..
Guadalupe Room. For more information call 286-9354.

The Forerunners: Bible study,
7:30 a.m., S.U. Almaden Room.
For more information call 924-7939.
Campus
Ministry
Center:
Lenten series, 12:30 p.m., 300
South Tenth Street. For more information call 298-0204.
Asian Business League: Meeting, 3:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room,
SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club: Practice, 3 p.m., Spartan Complex
THURSDAY
Room 202. For more information
call 258-9800.
Alpha Phi Omega: !sleeting. 7
Federation of Indian Associa- p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For
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Lifestyle
What Valentine’s Day means: from Romans to roses
artsentertainmen *features

By Elizabeth James
y staff wfler
Valentine’s Day is usually thought
of as a romantic holiday for lovers.
Hearts, Cupids and love come to
mind when the day is mentioned.
Blood, death and murder is what
really happened on the first
Valentine’s Day.
The holiday was named after the
Roman priest Valentine, who was
beaten with clubs and then
beheaded for assisting martyrs who.
were being persecuted by an
emperor. The day of Valentine’s
execution was February 14th, circa
A.D.
The holiday’s current theme
originated with the Roman spring
which
festival,
Lupercalia,

Da

celebrated fertility rites. It was held
in the month of February, which
came from the the word februo
meaning purity.
The ceremony, in honor of the god
Pan, involved sacrifices of goats
and dogs. The blood of these
animals was wiped on the foreheads
of young boys with a knife, and
then wiped off with wool that had
been dipped in milk. The goat-skin
would then be cut into thongs and
the boys would run around the
streets naked, lashing everyone who
got in their way.
When the Romans invaded
Britain around 400 A.D., they
brought this ceremony with them.
Saint Valentine’s name became
associated with Lupercalia because

his death occurred the day before
the festival.
Over the centuries, Valentine’s
Day has taken on a different
meaning. The rites of fertility have
changed as the world has become
more civilized.
Poetry is one way to express
romantic notions. The San Jose
Center for Poetry and Literature is
sponsoring a Valentine’s Day poetry
reading Feb. 14th in the Student
Union’s Loma Prieta ballroom. The
doors open at 5 p.m. and the
program begins at 5:30. SJSU
faculty and San Jose citizens will
read their favorite poems, and the
SJSU Choraliers will perform there.
The tickets cost from $5 to $10, and
are available at the door.

Rascoe to
play blues
at SJSU
by Elena D. Dunivan
Da y staff wrier

Blues that make you happy.
That’s how some describe the
music of Moses Rascoe, the down
home blues musician who has
recently gained nationwide
popularity. Even The Tonight Show
is trying to book Rascoe, said
Naomi Yomtovi, A.S. Program
Board concert director.
But Johnny will have to wait,
because SJSU students will have a
chance to see him first at the
Student Union Amphitheatre on
Thursday, Feb. 16 at noon.
Born in Windsor, North Carolina
in 1917, Rascoe is the oldest
rookie in the new music scene,
Yomtovi said. Rascoe has received
national acclaim and recognition
from Billboard Magazine for his
debut album, Blues, which was
recorded live from a club.
"Everyone is interested in Rascoe
as a personality and as a person,"
Yomtovi said. "We are excited to
have him coming here."
Rascoe started playing down
south in his younger years, but ran
into some problems with the law
during the thirties. He then moved
to York, Pennsylvania in 1938, and
his music took the back burner so
he could find a stable means of
support. That support became a job
a; a truck driver for Allied Var
Lines, from which Rascoe retired ir
1983 after 42 years of service.
Ted Gehrke, Student Union

’If you’ve always
had a dream it
doesn’t mean you
have to be in a
hurry.’
Ted

Gehrke

SUPRO director

Blues musician Moses Rascoe will be performing at
SJSU’s Student Union Ampitheatre at noon Thursday.

Apply in person at
Great America, Employment
Dept., 2401 Agnew Rd.
(off Mission College Blvd.)
Santa Clara

ORRAT ADIRRICA.
EOE

"On Valentines day I like to go out
for a nice dinner and spend a
romantic evening with my date,"
said Matt Lawrence, a junior
majoring in political science.

Band delves into commercial rock,
but still produces meaningful album
By Andy Nystrom
Daly staff writer

When a band progresses into
other areas of music, fans often
accuse them of selling out. In the
case of the Replacements’ new
album "Don’t Tell A Soul,"
however, that traditional backlash
has hopefully been erased.
While the Minneapolis quartet’s
sixth album is by far its deepest
journey into the realm of
commercial rock, it also ranks as
one of its best.
An immense musical change is
apparent since the band’s 1981
"power trash" debut, "Sorry Ma,
Forgot To Take Out The Trash." But
the "Mats," as they are fondly
nicknamed by their fans, are
basically the same band.
One main reason why the band
has survived musically over the
years
is
due
to
singer/songwriter/guitarist
extraordinare Paul Westerberg.
He has continuously been penned
as the new voice of rock and roll by
critics, and comes through in every
way on the album in confirming
that appraisal.
From the opening chords of the
album’s first track "Talent Show,"
the band races straight ahead into
what might be its most successful
release yet.
As Westerberg sings:
It’s the biggest thing in my
life I guess

Look at us all, we’re nervous
wrecks
Too late to turn back, here
we go.
One immediate difference is the
Mats usual roaring guitar sound has
been toned down a few notches.
This in no way defeats the
incredible talent and energy being
displayed by the band, which also
consists of bassist Tommy Stinson,
drummer Chris Mars and lead
guitarist Slim Dunlap.

One immediate
difference is the
Mats usual roaring
guitar sound has
been toned down a
few notches.
If anything, the changes give
Westerberg more room to put his
distinct voice and personal lyrics
into play on the songs "Back To
Back," "I’ll Be You" and "They’re
Blind."
And it is Westerberg’s unique
writing style that brings the band to
their own level among today’s
extremely gutless music selection,

because the lyrical content deals
with feelings we all can relate to
but didn’t know that others shared
them also.
Take a line from "Achin’ To Be"
for instance:
She opens her mouth to speak
What comes out is a mystery
Thought about, not understood
She’s achin’ to be
Just like me
It is this universal closeness that
the Mats best relay to their fans.
No matter how obnoxious and
eccentric the critics claim the band
is, there is most likely a horde of
others who fit the same mold.
However, if some don’t find
themselves blending in with the
band’s following, listening to
"Don’t Tell A Soul" can still prove
an enlightening experience.
There are moments on the album
that will please any music
connoisseur. Whether it be the
country hoedown -laced "I Won’t,"
the haunting acoustic number "Rock
’N Roll Ghost" or even their
traditional set of raunchy pop it
all works.
Finally, the band should be
commended for their .vork in the
last decade, as they have compiled
an album which will kick modem
music into the ’90s.
As Westerberg aptly sings on the
album’s closing song:
Darlin’ one, your time
has come.

EVERGREEN VALLEY

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS

COLLEGE
Mini Semester
March 4 - June 6

Associated Students Election Applications for
next year are NOW available in the A.S. Office,
in the Student Activities and Services Office,
and the Student Union Information Center.

IP

Earn extra credits at an extraordinary price.
. . . $5 per unit
Courses include:
Finance Accounting
English Composition
Algehra II

HURRY!
DEADLINE is Tuesday February 21 at
the Candidate Orientation Meeting

American Government
Introduction to Business
Real Estate

Register today
Call: (408) 270-6441
or visit the Admissions & Records Office
(show SJSC II) for express registration.)

For more In formation
Contact the A.S. Office.
2nd floor in the Student Union.
924-6340

Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San Jose, California 95135

SPECCD is an equal opportunity employer
Sl/ECCD cmplcador - quc ofrece oponunidades
CqUitatiyos de empleos

Funded by Associated Students

Work weekends now fulltime in the summer. Training
provided, Admin. Justice
exp. helpful.

"My boyfriend surprised me," said
Tina Fantino, a sophomore
majoring in biology. "He took me
horseback riding in Halfmoon Bay.
It was really romantic.

RUN FOR IT!

Program Operations director, said
he thinks it will be good for
students to see someone who, at
Rascoe’s age, is "just finding his
artistic place."
"It shows that if there’s an artist in
you, it will come out and find its
place," Gehrkc said. "Just because
you’re older doesn’t mean you have
to he sedentary. If you’ve always
had a dream it doesn’t mean you
have to be in a hurry."
Being the humble type. Rascoc
offered to stay in a residence hall,
but hotel arrangements have been
made instead for this unique man
who, by the way, will be driving
here directly from the East Coast.
If weather conditions are poor
Thursday, the concert will be held
in the Upper Pad of the Student
Union,

SECURITY
OFFICERS

Valentine’s Day means different
things to different people, and
everyone has a special memory that
can sum up his or her feelings about
the holiday.

HERE IT COMES...
Thank you SJSU
patrons for two years
of support.
In appreciation we
are offering a

SECOND
ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL
$2.00 OFF

any product
or service

and you can be a part of it!

330 S. 3rd Street
between San Carlos
& San Salvador
280-6488

The Student Union

Recreation and Events Center

And introducing.

Is now accepting applications for positions in the following

The Baude Walk

areas:

Therapeutic Massage

L(A(

The ultimate way to relaxation and physical therapy.

Fitness/ Recreation
Pro-shop/ Retail

Access Control/ Entry
Box Office Ticketing

Applications are available
Monday- Friday, 8:00- 5:00pm

Clerical

Cashier

Student Union Director’s Office

Custodial

Maintenance
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Profile of a poet
By Joel Beers
Daily ate writer
The stereotypical image most
college students have of poets
probably falls into one of the
following two categories:
The deranged madman (or
woman) trapped inside a bottle or a
straitjacket, whose anger or insanity
finds an outlet through words.
Or the pleasant, fair-eyed
dreamer sitting upon the gentle
banks of a river, sipping wine and
listening to the cascading rhythm of
a peaceful stream.
Donald Hall is neither of these.
But he is a poet. A very
accomplished poet, whose latest
book-length poem, "The One Day,"
was recently awarded the 1989
National Book Critic’s Circle Award
for Poetry. The poet laureate of

On the road to Baja

"Sometimes the reverence for the
poet overshadows the poem.
"I have felt that (reverence)
before," Hall explains. "And its
tender, and it’s sweet, but it also
makes me nervous. That’s one of the
main reasons why I speak and read
my poems, to try to dispel the
image people may have of me."
In his 46 years of writing, Hall
says he has seen the audience of
poetry change drastically.
"I always hear people saying that
the audience is diminishing,"
he says. "But in my years as a poet I
have seen the audience increase by
a factor of 10. In 1950 a good poet
would publish maybe 1,000 copies
in a first edition. Today there are
good poets, serious about the craft,
who publish 5,000 to 10,000
copies."

"re.--.11Lw

By Phillip Best
Daily staff writer
I left San Jose on
a
Wednesday afternoon in a car
that had seven miles on the
odometer, a free tank of gas and
a pink slip with someone else’s
name on it.
Two hours earlier, driven by
the mounting boredom of six
weeks of winter break, I had
contracted with the Auto
Driveaway Company to deliver
the car to a woman in San
Diego.
It was the first leg of what I
hoped would be a spontaneous
adventure into the elusive realm
of low -budget hedonism. My
intended destination was La
Paz, Mexico, near the southern
tip of Baja California.
My traveling companion.
Mark, and I drove throughout
the night, excluding a four-hour
refueling break in Santa
Barbara, and arrived at our
destination at about 5 a.m.
After a shower at a local beach
park and breakfast,we delivered
the car, changed some dollars
into pesos, got our turista
passes, bought our $5 bus ticket
to Tijuana and headed across the
border.
The Tijuana bus station wasn’t
the prettiest place, but after 30
hours of sleeplessness I was
glad to sit down. Tickets for the
24 -hour trip to La Paz cost
51,200 pesos apiece, about $23
American.
The bus came
complete with cockroaches, but
no rest room. Stops occurred
about every three hours.
We arrived in La Paz on
Friday afternoon, shook the
cobwebs out of our heads and
looked around for a taxi. A
fleet of them was parked in
front of the bus station. We
shared a cab with two locals and
got a bargain rate of 3,000 pesos
for the trip to the downtown
area, or "Centro." The usual
cost was 4,000 pesos, which is
less than $2.
The cab stopped in front of La
Posada San Miguel hotel, near
the corner of Belisario
Dominguez and 16 de

’We come in all
shapes, sizes,
sexes and colors,
poets do. And
some of us even
look like poets.’
Donald Hall

New Hampshire, Hall has authored
over 20 volumes of poetry, short
stories, essays, biographies and
childre-es hooks.
Hull was the kcir.oie speaker at
last week’s T.S. Eliot colloquium, a
day-long seminar held in honor of
Elioes 100th birthday.
With red corduroy pants, almostmatching pink jacket and scuffed-up
brown shoes, the 60-year-old Hall
resembles a kindly uncle or a retired
teacher more than a poet.
Which suits Hall just fine.
"We come in all shapes, sizes,
sexes and colors, poets do," Hall
say’s. "And some of us even look
like poets:.
Hall’s informal manner of speech
and the way he. addresses an
audience do not fit the poetic image
either. Quiet and reserved one
moment, Hall can suddenly break
into a bad British accent or spin an
anecdote about Eliot, making the
entire room burst into laughter.
This easy-going approach
sometimes catches long-time fans
off guard, Hall says. But this
approach is a very important part of
his effort to tear down some of the
walls between the poet and the
poet’s audience.
As he warned his audience during
his lecture on Eliot:
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Because T.S. Eliot was the reason
for Hall’s visit to San Jose, it was
only natural that he would comment
on the man who .,vas one of his first
inspirations.
"(Eliot) applies to modern times
no more, no less than Shakespeare,"
he says. "Many of the terms he uses,
such as subways and taxis, would
be unintelligible to a 19th century
reader. (But) he writes of the human
soul in universal terms. His words
come from our 20th century sense
of language, but his insights into the
soul are timeless."
Hall said he interviewed Eliot in
the late 50s and met him many
times on a personal basis.
As far as a theory of poetry, Hall
said every poet has his or her own
interpretation. But he did say that
what sets the poet apart from other
types of writing is his use of words
as multi-faceted symbols.
"I like to talk about the poet’s
efficiency of language. When you
and I talk we’re using maybe onetenth of the meaning of a word. A
poet is trying to use as many tenths
as possible."
Hall likes to explain Eliot’s poetic
legacy as "a spiritual journey,"
using words as a map. If Hall’s
career can be summed up the same
way, he’d be the first to admit that

A spontaneous and inexpensive adventure

the journey is not quite over.
"I decided at the age of 14 that I
wanted to be a poet. That’s what I
still want to be. Hopefully, I’m a
little closer."
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Stuffed Animals
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Open Seven Days A Week

Corner S. 10th & E. Santa Clara

Septiembre, about four blocks
from the beach. It looked like a
good place to stay, so we
checked into the most expensive
room in the house about $10
a night.
Room number "uno" had three
beds, a shower that was
lukewarm at best, and a huge,
multi -colored, plastic -paned
window that opened onto a
view of a central downtown
intersection. The terrace outside
the door had two dilapidated
chairs that were great for
enjoying a cold drink and
watching the locals go about
their daily business.
La Paz is the capital of Baja
California Sur. The lifestyle
there seemed
fast -paced
compared to most of the towns
we passed along the way.
Nonetheless, we chose to
dawdle away our time doing as
little as possible.

and lndependencia, served a
mean breakfast special. I sat on
the terrace above the sidewalk
and had huevos rancheros with
beans, tortillas and coffee for a
little more than a buck. The
walls are adorned with pictures
of heroes from the Mexican
revolution.
People with enough money to
pay American prices, and
enough sanitation hang-ups to
prevent them from staying
somewhere with a little more
local charm, can stay at Los
Arcos Hotel. We shied away
from the place until Sunday
afternoon, when they served
their famous all -you -can -eat
buffet.
At 10,000 pesos it was the
most expensive meal I had in La
Paz, but I couldn’t recall ever
having eaten more for four
dollars. After a visit to the
buffet, the only feasible activity
was a long siesta.
Having a few cold ones in the
twilight on the terrace seemed
like the logical progression from
a big meal and a long nap.
White -washed liquor stores
emblazoned with the insignia of
the brands of cerveza they sell,
usually Corona or Pacifico,
dotted the landscape of the
business sector at regular
interval?.
Plices for beet varied from
shop to shop, but when we
returned our empty bottles we
could usually buy a six pack for
about a buck. Without empties
we paid twice as much.
For ambitious visitors looking
for more than simple relaxation,
there were tourist shops offering
boat tours, sport fishing,
windsurfing and snorkeling.
We left La Paz Monday night
at 10. The prospect of another
24 hours on the bus was not a
pleasant one, so we decided to
make the return trip in
segments. We bought a ticket to
Loreto, five hours north of La
Paz, for $6.
From 2 am. on, we wandered
the deserted streets of Loreto,
sat on the beach drinking
tequila, watched the local

The terrace
outside had two
dilapidated
chairs that were
great for
enjoying cold
drinks and
watching the
locals
Food and beer were cheap, so
we spent many hours either
sitting in a restaurant eating and
drinking, or sitting on the beach
just drinking.
My favorite restaurant was Los
Candiles on the corner of
Revolucion and 16 de
Septiembre. Entrees, served
with soup, beans, rice, and
tortillas, go for about $2.50;
beers were 70 cents.
La Revolucion restaurant, on
Revolucion between Reforrna

fisherman cast off into the black
waters, and waited for the
sunrise.
Later, after a breakfast of
peen cactus and eggs, we met a
young man from Denmark who
had run out of money. The only
bank in Loreto would not take
his Mastercard. Still weary of
the bus ride, we offered to loan
him some money in exchange
for transportation back to San
Diego in his van. He accepted
our offer and we hit the
highway.
We stopped in almost every
town along the way. Traveling
by van provided us with an
opportunity to observe authentic
Mexican lifestyles.
Tuesday night we camped in
the Parque Natural de las
Ballenas Grises, just south of
Guerrero Negro. Grey whales
were calving in the lagoon
there, and in the pre-dawn fog
the symphony of numerous bird
species and spouting whales
was enchantingly eery.
Normally the local fishermen
will take people out in their
boats to observe the whales
close up. The fee is $7-$10,
depending on your bargaining
abilities. The day we were
there, however, they didn’t show
up, and rumor had it that the
’angers had crae,".-dewn
on them the previous ca.y for
following the whales too
closely.
A full day of driving
Wednesday delivered us to San
Diego. Our Danish friend
decided he would visit San
Francisco. By Thursday night,
we were home in San Jose.
We had covered almost 3,000
miles since we left, eight days
earlier. Our total cost for the
trip was $140 apiece: $35 for
gasoline, $35 for bus tickets,
$15 for three nights lodging in
La Paz, and $55 for food and
drink.
Our luck ran uncannily high,
but anyone with a spirit of
adventure and an ability to
improvise can experience a
rewarding Mexican getaway...
cheap.
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Tellers’ four-hitter earns SJSU ninth win

Taking it strong

Defense helps keep unbeaten streak intact

rivr,

By Matthew I). Andersen
Daily staff writer

SJSU relyed on the strong pitching performance of Dave Tellers and
some solid defense and improve to
9-0 after the Spartans 2-1 victory
over Cal -State Los Angeles Friday
afternoon at South Campus.
Tellers (4-0) pitched a complete
game, four-hitter, while striking out
six.
CSLA jumped to a 1-0 lead in the
top of the second when Rex Be La
Nuez connected on a Tellers fastball
for a solo home run.
SJSU tied the game when Ozzie
Fernandez doubled and scored on

Greg Mitchell’s doubled with two
Outs.
SJSU earned the go-ahead run in
the bottom of the fifth when catcher
Greg Tannahill singled to start the
inning. With two outs, Mike Gonzales doubled to deep center and
scored when CSLA’s Be La Nuec
collided with the fence and couldn’t
make the catch.
In the fifth inning, second basemen Mike Gonzales prevented
CSLA from breaking the 1-1 score
when he threw to Tannahill at home
plate, nailing Art Johnson to end the
threat.
SJSU coach Sam Piraro said the

tices on the field and believed it had
a home field advantage.
’They were not impressed that we
were 9-0,’’ said Piraro. " The ins
portant thing is that we won the
game."
Tellers, who leads the team with
25 strikeouts, said he did alter his
pitching to compensate for the small
field dimensions.
"As the game went on, my con
trol got better," he said. "The
real difference was the fences were
shorter. I didn’t have to alter rn!,.
Sam Piraro, pitching style any."
Tellers pitched a no-hitter over the
SJSU baseball coach
final five innings, stiking out the
final two batter to end the game and
playing conditions may have been improve SJSU’s best start in school
considered bad, but his team prac- history to 9-0.

’They were not
Impressed that we
were 9-0. The
important thing is
that we won.’

007 makes a splash with women’s swim team
since she graduated from Mitty
High School in Nov. 1987. In
between, she taught lessons during
the summer and in the meantime,
she attempted to get in shape on her
own.
"I was not prepared enough for
what was to come," Bond said.
Bond said her worst experience
since joining the team was swimming the 1000 -yard freestyle.
Everyone is required to do this at
least once during the season.
After what Bond said was a miserable senior year, she decided a
semester off might help her regroup.
Then she began to miss school and
her first love, swimming.
Bond learned that there was shortage of swimmers on the SJSU team
through a friend from Mitty, Debbie
Thrue. She introduced her too
Carbonneau and Bond joined the
team when it faced UC Davis on
Jan. 7.
The adjustment of becoming a
Division I student -athlete in the
same semester was not a difficult

By Robert Mallard
Daly staff writer

Bond. Her name is Maria Bond.
Bond is the newest member of the
SJSU women’s swim team after
joining the team Jan. 3.
Her teammates jokingly call her
007.
Bond claims to live in her "own
little world," and regards herself as
the "biggest clutz in the world,"
hardly the 007 we all know.
"When I was on the badminton
team in high school, I won most
improved because I could finally hit
the bird," Bond said.
After competing just two meets,
Bond may also be one of the most
improved swimmers for SJSU.
"She is good natured, kind and
compassionate. She’s a great addition to the team," teammate
Michelle Carbonneau, said.
It is great for us to have new faces.
We have a small enough team as it
said Julianne Klein, who competes in the backstroke.
Bond hadn’t swam competitively
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as theirs, but Bond has made the
transition well.
"I feel like a backyard swimmer in
a pool full of Olympic hopefuls,
"Bond said.
Putting pressure on herself to do
well is something Bond tries to
avoid. Instead, she takes the attitude
that if she can’t beat them, then it
wasn’t meant to be. Bond says if
Marla Bond, she took herself too seriously, she
SJSU swimmer would fall apart.
"I attempt to achieve my personal
one, Bond said. Being on the swim best rather than beat the girl beside
team helped Bond make some of me," Bond said.
She has improved a lot since arrivthe adjustments to college life easiing at State," Brennan said. "She
er, too.
But most important, Bond said she has potential but her high school
didn’t have a good team."
had a support group, her family.
"We only swam 45 minutes a day.
With her family living in San Jose,
Bond said her family sees most of The coaches didn’t push me to my
potential,"
Bond said.
the meets and supports her decision
In the short time since she has
to get back into competitive swimming,
joined the team. Bond has estabCatie Brennan, the team’s lished herself as a sprinter and with
strongest swimmer, said it would be the addition of an off-season w..ight
hard for any newcomer to get program, has a lot of potential,
adjusted to a team that was as close Carbonneau said.

’I feel like a
backyard swimmer
in a pool full of
Olympic hopefuls’
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’A unique folk group with a rare capacity to entert

Lora Alexander scores two of her 22 points in a 75-56 loss against
Cal -State Fullerton. ’Tuesday the Spartans host Hawaii.
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So did our Personnel Manager, our Park Operations Manager and several other top executives at Great America. They all began
their careers here as crew members.
We offer flexible schedules so you can work
around school. Our wages are higher than
with bonuses for weekends and transever
portation subsidies up to $5.75* an hour.
You earn plenty of free passes to the park.
And we love to promote from within. Just ask
our General Manager. Here is a sampling of
current opportunities:
Data Entry
Mechanics
Security Officers

Clerical
Accounting Clerks
inventory Control
Personnel
EMT
We also have opportunities available in all
areas of the park including rides, food service,
games, merchandise, tickets and maintenance. Give us a holler. Call (408) 496-0141.
Or, drop by the Great America Employment
Office at 2401 Agnew Road off Mission College Boulevard in Santa Clara to fill Out an
application. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.
’apse $4 75rhour plus $115our weekend bonus
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6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS
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298-7722

OPEN 7 30 A . M
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Bloom County

Bi-annual magazine accepting
queries, portfolios from writers
By Steven Must!
Daily staff writer
Student writers can be published
and gain access to the literary world
by submitting their work to SJSU’s
hi -annual magazine.
Access magazine will accept querries and portfolios until Feb. 20, said
Editor Pete Santucci.
Materials can he turned into journalism instructor Harvey Gotliffe’s mester."
office in Dwight Bentel Hall 104.
"We’re looking for good quality
Gotliffe is the publisher of Access art and talent," added Santucci. He
magazine, according to Santucci.
said strong line drawings and black "Representing the entire campus and -white photographs would best
is the goal of the magazine," said fit the magazine’s style.
Santucci.
Contributors should be aware of
The editors of the spring issue will the guidelines the magazine follows,
be looking for more news-angle sto- said Santucci. A copy of Access
ries in addition to feature -type sto- guidelines can he obtained from Gotries, according to Vic Vogler, asso- liffe’s office.
ciate editor.
Manuscripts should be typed,
"In the past issues, the magazine .double-spaced or on Apple Macinhas run mostly arts and entertain- tosh disks using MacWrite or Microment features.- said Vogler. "We soft Word, the guidelines suggest.
would like to balance it up this se The length of feature articles

-Jeff Karonis
Coast Guard Spokesman
Numerous Coast Guard ships and
planes were en route, Karonis said.
and a helicopter and a Falcon jet
were already on the scene this morning.
"The Cuban government is also
sending out some boats to search."
said Joe Dye, another Coast Guard
spokesman. The Coast Guard advised the Cuban government shortly
after the accident.
The injured man, whose foot was
severed in the accident. was expected to be taken to nearby Matthew Town on the Bahamian island
of Great Inagua, and then transferred
by Coast Guard jet to a Miami hospital with a trauma center, Dye said.
Karonis said the collision oc-
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Daily Interruption
SOME OF YOU MAY itAyL
SEEN 5’oNDEI2ING WHAT
HAPPENED

TO MICHAEL_

SHERMAN, FAMED WRITE
OF "SKIMEER rrz."

curred in heavily traveled shipping
lanes only 20 miles off Punta Guarico near the eastern tip of Cuba. He
said Cuban ships were within fairly
easy reach of the spot, but did not
know if they had arrived.
There was no information yet on
whether the accident caused a major
oil spill, he said, hut added it was
likely fuel tanks were split aboard
the Capitan San Luis when it was cut
in two.
The Liberian -registry Celebration,
owned by Carnival Cruise Lines in
Miami and believed to be on its way
back there after a stop in San Juan,
Puerto Rico, reported only minor
damage. Karonis said.
Because the accident happened on
the high seas between a Liberian and
a Cuban ship, the Coast Guard will
not formally investigate the cause.
Dye said. Those two nations will
have to determine the cause of the
collision.
Carnival spokesmen were not immediately available to answer phone
calls at its offices.

’We don’t know
what happened yet’

PEN5/1E3J

Rocky

Miami-based Celebration cruise liner
crushes Cuban ship, injuring several
MIAMI (AP) - A Cuban cargo
ship carrying 45 crew members was
sliced in half by a Miami -based
cruise liner late last week just off the
Cuban coast, leaving three missing
and one man severely injured, the
Coast Guard said.
No one was reported hurt aboard
the 734-foot Celebration cruise ship,
which remained in the area 20 miles
off the eastern tip of Cuba searching
for more survivors, said Coast Guard
spokesman Jeff Karonis.
Forty-two of the 45 people aboard
the 320-foot Cuban ship Capitan San
Luis were rescued after the 6 a.m.
collision and brought aboard the Celebration, Karonis said. Searchers
continued to look for the other three.
Karonis said the stem of the
Cuban vessel, which carried cement,
sank immediately, but the bow section remained floating.
"We don’t know what happened
yet," he said. "The only thing we
know is that one of the Cuban survivors said it happened rather suddenly."
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should be between 2,0(X) and 3,00(
words. Articles for regular departments, including Campus, City, Entertainment, People. Lifestyles, and
Sports, should be between 700 and
1,300 words. Bylines will be given,
according to guidelines.
Query letters should be submitted
before the Feb. 20 deadline.
Contributors will be notified 01
acceptance or rejection in person cm
by phone, and possibly by mail.
Accepted queries will be given a
contract and deadline to compleu
work, but completed work may or
may not be used, depending on quality of writing, suitabiltiy, space,
availability and whether deadlines
are met, according to the guidelines.
Access will be distributed at Spartan Daily newsstands on May S. and
the magazine will be free to SJSU
students.
The magazine is published each
semester by magazine journalism
students.

Contributors
should be aware of
the guidelines the
magazine follows.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for college student.,
Just

send

wit addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 41h SI Box
5 Philadelphia P. 19147 Apply
today tor your haunt,
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?

It,. $01011004 00 computer prog
Mutt bs

US citizen We offer
rernb
Call
100%
education
415 493-1100..445 VARIAN
POSITIONS
AVAIL.
CHILDCARE
ABLE
Full and pert time permanent positions evadable Northern
California Nannies, 176 San Anto-

We have tdelity plans at low
prices Monthly terms evadable

nlo Rd . Suite 112. Los Altos, C.
54022.415)546.2533

Cali %lark FIII. st 1408)943-9190
for no obligation quote

CLERICAL STUDENT ASSISTANT POSITION General office dude..

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Nowt Save your teeth, eyes
and Money too Cleanings and of.
lice visits in no charge For boo

Must have good communication

chum see A S office or Student
Heath Center or call (400)371(1811 In San Joe.
406-976-2002 .
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Interest! Romance.

friendship.
sdventurs
Leave your message or you con
hen six Ineeffiges front others.
try It. you’ll b glad you dkl Call
daily!
Messages change frequently Only $2

.ny toll

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR hostile hes for les.
nffiney You pick the model. mate
and acceesorles We find you the
best deal no obligation Independent broker references cell KEN
st 726-0639
’84 CRYSLR LE SRN cnv cp. 4 cyl
trbo pwr winders, tilt cm.. 25K mi.
red. $4900 294-3155
66 MERCURY COL PK WAGON, low
all cotton.,
mileffis, leather,
511.900 make offer. 997.1414
81

BUICK SKYLARK, I dr. 6 cycl,
antra 51700
fficInt engine.
Call 294-3155

COMPUTERS
APPLE PERSONAL MODEM 12000.4
6 ins ffic end Olean. cable
manual. $175 ate 270-2619 (Tan)

FOR SALE
SETS!? NEWII BEDS!!
Tian $85, full $95, queen $145,
king SIN You gal both pieces
Bunkbeds $129 Bedfrornee me11.

MATTRESS

able now If your bed isn’t giving
you the comfort or the support
you liae. why not gel a new bed?
Our beds ere very cantonment. &
cheap Cell 945-811811
QUEEN MATTRESS SET 8145. full size
$100, daybed $140. dentine 898.
everything newt Call 243-2337

HELP WANTED
spew TO MANY CHRISTMAS bills? A
pan One lob might help Pizsa A
Go Go Ns openings for day &
eve driver., $7 101ir Wet de 111.
have own ffir, Ina, & clean DMV
Apply in 135 W S11I84C$afU$4.,
ARE YOU A BRIGHT, motive/WI, en.
Ihuslintk student looking for en
internship? threat opportunity for
reel
Invoked.. experience in
Contact
working snffionment
Pall Schots* Art Director, ANY
MOUNTAIN LTD., 25541112.
AUTOMATED VAC IOPIIIT OPERATORS needed On 11,1..14 MOlt
=11.

and weekend .11111 (25-40 hr work
week) Requires. 1.3 yrs mech or
.ffic assembly exp or pub ed In

skills and sone cleticol experience
Typing skills clearable.
$505111. 12 -IS hrs.* through
end of semester Apply by 2 2219
In the Student Affilffilse II Services 00000. 004 CAF, 924-5950
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at rffikential %clineo for
young adults & adoifficents with
autism & related disabilities Full
and part time positions available
Storting $11-$6 2511, Call (408)

ATOS it’s not lust )00 ir an adventure! Call Mac .1 090.0711
WAITRESS WANTED. p.11 -tin,., lunch
shift, 11 AM-230 PM week days
Good tips, experience preferred
or vrill train Cell LEROY at 279.
9920 OKAYAMA JAPANESE RESTAURANT
WALK TO WORK! Weekend sales.
hap waned in ACROSS THE
BRIDGE in Is. nevi PAVILION

16-$8.hr 10 .1.11 50 positions Race,lion Security, no *hp net FT PT,
day swing grew

shift.

Weekly
We are

pay dental mod benefit.
looking for friendly {mope lo
Apply VANwork in Hi-lech
SECURITY.

3212

Scott

Blvd., Santa Clare (between San
Toon. & Chicon)

HOUSING
VICTORIAN APT ,2 bdnn. I bik from
campus. privet. perking to share.
$380 mo

Call

971-8407

leave

DIRECT SALES? Flexible hours No
e xp two Poseidon Water Purdlcation Cell 266-1299 between 2IPM llion.-Fri
FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
busineffies & Inffiators seek
foregn nationals wtth firet hand
knowledge of economic, business clentlfic, & political condi-

ECCLESIA GNOSTICA SACRAIAENTOFIUM For gnostic., religion is
God’ sense of myetery. not
nun). insistence on dogma Celebrate Ina mystery yrdh ua at
Mess open to sll 3 PM Sundays
at the Viven Chapel of the lit
United Methodist Church, 24 N
5th St . San Jose We *leo train
clergy. both nista and female. who
share our vision For further infor-

resume to BCS Inti.700 S1 Marys
P1
Sul% 1400 San Antonio,
Ert 856
TX 78205 or

mation, call 374-74511 evenings

OFFICE RECEPTIONIST!
Student urgently needed to fill position with downtown executive
firm Phones, typing, good Eng-

GENERAL

lieh communicalon skill. 30 40
hrs. wit Phone Mien Portioned el
2981700.
OFFICE ASSIST needed 9 1 nights &
Winds Flex ached 15-20 hrotob
$558 sterling Great collage fob!
Call Carol or SIM at RUSSELL’
FURNITURE 2964393
RECEPTIONIST

PT,

7 S0AM-12 30

PM Very busy phones. professional @ppm..., experience re-

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Speciallet
Confidential.
your
very
own
prob. 2474486, 335 S. Baywood
Are., San Jo.
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning et 1545 AM it

.bout sedates, call Rev
Finitude. .1 290-0004

WHITNEY. the Infficorn. pencils, and
gonna
propeffinda are hew
coat you. Sse ya lodey at Noon In

Joe., ffiffiscta,inc.
TELEMARKET11401

APPOINTMENT

SETTING.

Pal time. 12003511
POSSIBLE, dolly cask Waking
distance from carnpus, friendly
atmosphere.
Al’
Supportive
lemoon & evening shifts revoltable Good vOAND personally
Cali OCAS
2111113633.
TELEMARKETING,

14.90481.

be-

nne.. Apra sating day/eves. PT
S Barmen Ave .
J Cal 1041 01
29114439.
TUTORS WANTED $671w
4-9.14
Oln
8011010
E ngillpsntHiel

UPWARD
oninpu
924-2687

WWL04.2111
WAITRESS & BUSBOY needed el SON

ae
7 .0

FREE

DEUVERY

FInellno

Classified

De-

5)964-91153
indeed

Union-benefit. Include TultionBooka-Computer Loans .Competitive Savings Rates
-re.
Check Writing Cashing.
fachtrer’s Hanover OSL’S

Low

rasa

Collegisto

Communications Berkeley (41S)
641-5036

ant

TRAVEL

Is
.411

luatne Member PrMleges
947-7273 or drop by our offioe at
9th and San Salvador
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerty of KSJS

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER ffiery tirnel Pro-

TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere any fare Purchase
your TWA student discount Card
now Also ask about TWA GETAWAY credit cerd Cali Andy at
(406)2974609. TWA campus rep

more Cell PAMELA of (406) 946
3862 to reserve your *no now
Only 15 minutes from campu

TYPING

Michel Productions
provides wide yoriety of music
tor your wedding party or deice
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Plill at 2704900 or 922.7359

AAAA-ACCURACY,

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT! Academic
word processing our specially

ACHIEVEMENT.

ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE In typing that’. top.
Trust TONY. 290.2087 Thanks
ACCOUNTABILITY.

PROOFREADING,

EDITING,
RESEARCH.? Quality work Call DEE
It (406)292.7029

SI SO per page double spaced
Avallabes seven days weekly
Otrick turnaround All work guar.

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Coffiee
and owning weer. specializing in
wedding., forma. etc REASONA

*Need Thanks
AAAA-ALWAYS AVAILABLE AND SF
FORADABLE Professional word

BLE RATES, quelity work in Willow Olen ante call Maria at 4485404

proffiesing. letter quality. rex
sonable mt., quick turnaround
Call Shelly 1401)247-7520

WRITING,

RESEARCH
SERVICES
Acedemk, paper. these assts.
tance Ghostwriting editing. rebones. word-processing All ens
(acts
Oualtned
writers
Rewriting Catalogue Woe gusr-

kinds Sffideni rot. for Under.
grads Available day, eves. weld,
ends by spa Call Anna 972-4992

fessional woof-procaneing eerv
Ices that Include fast turnaround.
guarantee copy, grammar editing,
laser printer, grephs ordi so much

ASH, WHEN OVERWHELMED by re.
ports 10 be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Grad.
uete and undergrad Resumes,
terrn lepers these., reports of .11

Guarsnteed
quality
accuracy
Free diffi along. proofing Reasonable rates We’re fest, dependable

grernmarffiffirenced College grads. so call us with papers,
reports dew.
etc 012514449

the Student Union Jo*,

$00000 In prime Student 51nOeel Informal. Day Tusedffi. EffinJary
1491 in the Student Utile,
405-175-2002
BULLETS BOARD

Science)

ANN’. WORD PROCESSING Thee.
Report. Leiter* 160 11,1.0 10 type
your paper? Call Mary Ann at
Ann
Santa Clara. 241-5490
A-1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to school Aeolian. night
end day Rush lobs re my speciality Cali Pam st (406)2211-502S or
(408)225-5009
CALL MRS MORTON al 266-9446 ler
EDITING II WORD PROCESSING

Word
mat.) Equipment used
Perfect & HPLatterffitil Conaklerable business experience and forWILLOW
mer English "nerd
GLEN are.
COMPUTER- Isstaccurete. nee Hamilton & Winchester, Campbell Coil
SHIRLEY et 379-1519 $150 per
Pogo
EVERGREEN

WORDPFIOCESSING.

On campu pickup delivery Letter quality Term papers. group
profficb, Meese, resumes. faculty
protects, etc SPA, MLA. Turoblan
format. Goal guar (21 yra rup
Call Rot 274-3684 (bee. neesag.) Avallabto 7 do)evreek
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
academic business. legal word
processing needs Term papers,
reports, resume., lettere, grow
pro(0cts. manual, theses. etc
Letter quality! All forma. plus
APA Free disk Monde. SPEL
CHEK, punctuation. grannie asWean. All work guaranteed
For that professffinel, quick & de-

postdate. worry -free service al Its
Mel. call PAM al 247.2611 (Santa
Clare) AFFORDABLE STUDENT
FACULTY RATES?
GO WITH THE BEST, Top-gustily ...retied& lierviee for ALL your
WORD proceeeng needs Gres/lice. charts. letters, reports, 01.00 w rists. mum., tern papers,
theses Lel our word. work for
you, Editing, gramme & spell
checking

All work done on a
PS Law Printer, or printing horn
your disk Both IBM & Mac I corm
P0180 Specie student reel Call
PrInty.s WORDWORKS Pt 253WORD or 253-WORK
PROFESSIONAL

TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING 15 veers experi-

ence Reasonable re.. II feel
turn-around Clow to campus
Phone 2924096
RESUME WRITING

TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word processing
Career consultations
Bay itree’s 1 professlonol Dervish Career Center, 1765 &Mb
Blvd, Santa Clore. 243-4070

WORD PROCESSING, due dal.£ be
cuilly guaranteed Confidential
Phone (4011)2211/8114

Print Your Ad Here
spa, es for

e,ich ;mei

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
Two
One
Days
Day
I i I ’nes $390 $480
4 t ines $480 $570
ines $570 $660
I ines $655 $750
ach Additional Line Add $

SOUTH BAY
Now dere

Three
Days
$525
$615
$700
$790
90

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
$8 10

Five
Days
$575
$660
$750
$840

Eaci
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Greeks: Minorities

said. The proposed fraternity would
contain "a little bit of everything."
Tovar and the other students are
trying to start an SJSU chapter of a
From page 1
Hispanic fraternity that was orgato participate in the Greek Show but
that there had been some trouble ternity system, as well as most nized at Chico State University in
1987, Gamma Zeta Alpha. One of
with planning.
segments of American life.
There are critics of minority
"I think that due to the change of the founders was white, he said.
Industrial Technology senior JavGreek organizations, however.
the times, it extends beyond (disSJSU English professor Shelby crimination)." Calloway said of the ier Avila is also involved in the proSteele, who has criticized affirma- goals of black Greek organizations. ject. He said that there are cultural
tive action programs and written on "We’re concerned about the issues differences between Hispanic students and students who join mainsblack issues in a number of essays, of the world."
said minority fraternities might be
Juan Toyer, a senior in molecular tream Greek societies, with the recounter-productive.
biology, is one of a group of SJSU sult that "a lot of Latinos would not
"What concerns me the most Hispanic students who are trying to go to a mainstream fraternity."
Professor Alurista, of California
about minority Greeks as well as incorporate a fraternity for people of
Polytechnic State University, adnon -minority Greeks is that they are Latin-American descent.
one of the last bastions of rather rigid
"What we do is promote our cultu- vises a group of Hispanic students
who formed a co-educational fratersegregation on campus," he said.
re," he said.
You don’t see blacks in white
’ Americans perceive that "the His- nity, Nu Alpha Kappa, at that camfraternities or whites in black frater- panic is not up to par with the An- pus. He said there is a need for a mutually supported minority student
nities. I don’t think that’s a good glo," he added.
thing. One of the most important
"There is no support group that organization, both academically and
get
to
people
college
is
about
things
will help Hispanics" in academics. socially.
know people of many different back - Toyer explained. An organization
"We have to take it upon ourrounds."
founded on the Greek model would selves. No one is going to do it for
In 1906, seven students formed help Latinos attain success in Ameri- us," he said.
"We need to preserve our cultural
Alpha Phi Alpha, the first black fra- can society.
ternity, at Cornell University. Both
"We need a strong Hispanic base heritage. Traditional fraternities are
Calloway and Mays acknowledge and a strong Anglo base, because class-bound. More or less, their inthat conditions at that time were dif- we’re Americans," he said.
terests are very limited. We need to
ferent, in that blacks were comLatino student organizations are advance in society without diluting
pletely barred from the college fra- "either political or professional," he ourselves."

Houses
From page 1
realty firm of Cushman & Wakefield.
Billed as the "The Ross House
,Enclave,"
the classically -styled
homes are currently in a state of disrepair.
"I would assume that someone
would renovate them," said Jeanette
Van Zest* of Cushman & Wakefield.
"The impression we have is that
it’s going to be a Vicotorian office
colony for doctors, lawyers or something," said Betsy Harris of the City
of San Jose redevelopment agency.
Though renovation is normally associated with the rich, special serv-

ices are offered by the city to encourage lower income families to rebuild
their homes.
Currently, the city of San Jose offers low cost painting services and
rehabilitation loans to help maintain
houses in San Jose.
The program is offered to encourage renovation of low-income neighborhoods.
"We have a program for graffiti
and a program for painting," said
Melba Griffin of the City of San Jose
Housing Department.
Most of the gentrification going
on is still on a house-by -house basis.
"I haven’t seen a comprehensive
effort done in a neighborhood yet,"
Haas said

Players
From page 1
forward with any requests to return
since the group of 10 players asked
that Berry be removed from his position Jan. IS, Hoffman said.
"The same offer we gave to Holloway. Foccia and Farmer stands for
the remaining players," Hoffman
said.’ There is plenty of time left for
their return for next season."
During the ordeal. senior guard
Steve Haney, one of the boycotters,
helped negotiate the return of the
younger players.
Three letters of intent have already been signed by new players for
nest season. Hoffman said

Officials say Bush willing to negotiate with Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) Top adthe morning after Bush’s nationally
ministration officials Friday em- televised address to both houses of
phasized President Bush’s will- Congress.
ingness to negotiate with Congress
Added White House Chief of Staff
over details of his $1.16 trillion bud- John Sununu, "Now I realize Conget while Democrats said the White gress may try and suggest it can’t be
House had underestimated next done but I think we’re ready to sit
down, negotiate and work with
year’s deficit by $20 billion.
"We’re trying to work with the whatever slight differences they
Congress to resolve the tough is- might have on the budget to fulfill
sues," Budget Director Richard our commitment to the American
Darman said in an NBC interview people."

How slight the differences turn
out to be won’t be known for several
days, as Democrats sift through the
details of Bush’s plan calling for no
new taxes, increases in scattered domestic programs such as education,
the environment and the war on
drugs and a $2.6 billion curtailment
in the defense budget that President
Reagan bequeathed him.
Democrats reacted cordially but
warily to Bush’s proposals at first.

by carryb

Even if you’re up to your
eyebrows in homework, you
needn’t carry the world on
your shoulders.
Not with a Macintoshfi
computer on your desk.
Think of an assignment
that weighs heavily on your
mind right now-say, a term
paper. With Macintosh, you
can bring instant order to the
jumble of notes, scribbles,
quotes, and excerpts that’ll go
into your paper. You can
quickly draft an outline,
change the order of topics,
and jot down related ideas
at will
Then you start to write.
You don’t like the way you
phrased a paragraph? No

problem-try something new.
without erasing or retyping a
word. Want to move the second
page of your first draft to the tail
end of your last draft? It only
takes a few seconds.
With Macintosh, you can
also have your paper proofread
in a minute or two. And you car
illustrate it with professionallooking drawings and graphs.
even if you don’t know a

Fountain
From page /
seek help from the university or the
Associated Students, Ringe said. He
is planning to meet with A.S. President Terry McCarthy and Dan
Buerger, assistant to SJSU President
Gail Fullerton.
Although Buerger could not be
reached for comment. Fullerton said
at a press conference on Tuesday,
Feb. 7, that the university may
match the pledges received.
Though the cost remains in doubt,
the fountain’s design is not.
A design survey performed in December listed three possibilities for
the spray’s design: five aerated
nozzles: a geyser nozzle: and a jet
pod. The overwhelming response
was in favor of the five aerated
nozzles. Ringe said.
The existing fountain base will be
kept.
One of the key reasons for the
fountain’s inactivity was the fear that
small children would be injured if
they strayed into the base. But Ringe
said the new fountain will be designed to limit the amount of water
collected in the base, thus minimizing the chance of drowning.

Quake codes
may get tighter
in San Francisco
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Tougher earthquake building
codes may be needed in parts of
San Francisco’s dense, high-rise
financial district, which is built
on water-saturated clay, an engineer has told the state Seismic
Safety Commission.
H. Bolton Seed, a professor of
civil engineering at the University
of California in Berkeley, said the
area would be devastated by another quake the size of the one in
1906.
He told a commission meeting
on Thursday that the clay is similar to soil beneath the section of
Mexico City most damaged by
the 8.1 temblor in 1985 that killed
an estimated 10,000 people.
San Francisco is the only earthquake -prone urban area in the
United States where this type of
clay supports high -occupancy
buildings. Seed said.
He stressed that current building codes for the area are probably sufficient to minimize structural damage in a 7.2 temblor.

en

ong

genie to the Daily

The fountain outside Tower Hall remains dry.

Child: New center
From page 1
Moreover, all 19 campuses now
have health centers. McCarthy said.
The facility fee has not been reduced
or eliminated. Thus, though some of
the fee revenues are being used to
pay off construction bonds, the pool
of funds continues to grow.
University officials plan to approach the state legislature with a
proposal for amendment of the education code to allow use of the facility fee for health or childcare facilities, depending upon the needs of
each individual campus, Fullerton
said.
Additionally, a Proposal Drafting
Committee consisting of A.S., university and community representatives is working on a proposal for
corporate
and
foundation
sponsorship for the center.
"We think child care has enough
merit in California and in San Jose,"
that such sponsorship will be easy to
obtain. McCarthy said.
He hopes the committee can raise
$1 million in "seed money" within
the next four months so that the university can break ground on the project next year, he said.
The proposed facility would replace the Frances Gulland Childcare
Center now operating in a church at

‘If you’ve always
had a dream it
doesn’t mean you
have to be in a
hurry.’
Ted

Gehrke

SUPRO operations director

San Salvador and Tenth streets.
At present, the center serves only
60 to 65 families because of the
physical constraints of the building.
State regulations prohibit the facility’s administrators from expanding.
Karen Sheridan, director of the center, said.
The proposed center would be
much larger than Frances Gulland
and would accommodate over 300
children, she said.
"I’d like to see a really exciting
center that’s really developing a vision," she said.

s semester
xtra unit.
T-square from a T-bird.
And here’s the clincher:
You can learn to do all of
these things-all of them-in less
time than you might spend
studying for a Monday
morning quiz. Starting Sunday.
If you don’t believe it, stop
by the Spartan Bookstore and
let us show you.
You’ll wonder how you
ever carried a semester with-

out your Macintosh.
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SPORTS

Spartans clash with Cal in showdown of the unbeatens
Matthew D. Anderson
Daily staff writer

Eleven and zero and counting.
The Spartan baseball team continued its winning ways with a three.
game, weekend sweep over Cal
State-Los Angeles.
After getting a strong performance
from pitcher Dave Tellers to win 2-1
Friday, the teams played a doubleheader Saturday with SJSU winning
both games by respective scores of
7-2 and 2-1.
Today at 2 p.m., the Spartans host
national power UC-Berkeley. The
game, which should put SJSU’s season in better perspective, is at
Municipal Stadium.
In Saturday’s first game, the
Spartans received two home runs to
supplement a strong pitching performance by Donnie Rea, who
improved to 3-0. Paul Anderson
earned the save.
Second baseman Mike Gonzales
got the Spartans rolling in the fifth
inning with a two out, two-run
homer to left field. The home run,
Gonzales’ first of the year, followed
Andy Coan’s walk. The blast gave
SJSU a 2-0 lead.
Mike Irvin’s sacrifice fly in the top
of the sixth inning scored Ozzie
David Pipkins Daily staff photographer Fernandez, giving SJSU a 3-1 lead.
SJSU catcher Fun in ’I’annahill prepares to tag (’al State Los Angeles’s Arthur Johnson at home plate. SJSU Eric Booker’s homer to left field in
the top of the seventh inning
swept a three-game series against
State to boost their record to 11-0.
increased the advantage to 4-1. The
home run was Booker’s first of the
year.
Fernandez reached base four times
in the opening game. The Spartans
designated hitter reached base on an
where both sides look good.his family was exploring the legal error to lead off the ninth, and came
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We offer great starting pay, medical
care, 30 days of vacation with pay
each year and management
opportunities. Contact an Air Force
recruiter. Find out what Officer
Training School can mean for you.
Call
1 -800 -423 -USAF
TOLL FREE

’It felt good being able to do something
for the team. But that’s why we’re 11-0. If
someone isn’t doing the job, then
someone else will pick them up.’
Steve Anderson
SJSU second baseman
Tannehill drove in thc final two
SJSU runs with a double to left.
The second game was a see-saw
battle. The Spartans gained control
in the fourth inning when shortstop
Steve Henderson hit a two-out triple
to right field, scoring Gonzales and
Henderson. The extra-base hit gave
SJSU a 2-1 lead.
With the triple, Anderson broke
out of a hitting slump that had been
platming him the last few games.
"It felt good to be able to do
something for the team." Anderson
said. "But that’s why we are 11-0. If
someone isn’t doing the job then
someone else will pick them up. It’s
team work."
Henderson gave the Spartans its
third run when he beat out a throw
to first, allowing Gonzales to score.
In the sixth inning, with a runner
on third and one out, Anderson
stopped a CSLA rally when he dove
to his right to stop a grounder and

STUDENT

SERVICES

had enough time to throw out the
runner at first. The runner on third
scored to cut the margin to 3-2, but
SJSU averted a potential big inning.
Despite the recent rains, Anderson
says the field at Municipal Stadium
"is one of the quickest in the league
and we are getting good defense and
pitching."
Pitcher Chris Martin allowed only
five hits and one earned run in posting his second win of the season.
It was the second complete game
of the season for Martin. "The
bullpen is always ready." he said.
"The starters are doing the job right
now."
With its streak at 11, the Spartans
must now focus their attention on
UC Berkeley.
The Bears bring a 7-0 record to
town. Included in their record are
victories over 16th -ranked Santa
Clara and the fourth-ranked Fresno
State. Cal is ranked 18th by the
College Baseball ESPN poll.
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So did our Personnel Manager, our Park Operations Manager and several other top executives at Great America. They all began
their careers here as crew members.
We offer flexible schedules so you can work
around school. Our wages are higher than
ever with bonuses for weekends and transportation subsidies up to $5.75’ an hour.
You earn plenty of free passes to the park.
And we love to promote from within. Just ask
our General Manager. Here is a sampling of
current opportunities:
Data Entry
Mechanics
Security Officers

Clerical
Accounting Clerks
Inventory Control
Personnel
EMT
We also have opportunities available in all
areas of the park including rides, food service,
games, merchandise, tickets and maintenance. Give us a holler. Call (408) 496-0141.
Or, drop by the Great America Employment
Office at 2401 Agnew Road off Mission College Boulevard in Santa Clara to fill out an
application. We’re an equal opportunity
employer.
’lip to $4 75/hour plus 81/hour weekend bonus
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Meningitis symptoms found in jail
Caan listed stable
after weekend crash
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Besides fractured ribs, the
actor suffered minor facial cuts
and bruises, said Corinne Rogers.
’nosing supervisor at St. Johns
Hospital and Medical Center.
where Caan was listed in good
condition early today.
In 1981, Caan suffered a back
and knee injury in a motorcycle
accident in the Bahamas.
The actor, who lives in Bel Air, is known for his roles as a
tough guy who often displays a
sensitive side.
Caan is part of a growing number of Hollywood celebrities who
the ride large Harley-Davidsons,
’’hogs.’’
commonly
called
;wound Southern California.
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A former inSAN JOSE (API
mate and a current inmate of Santa
Clara County jail have come down
IA ith symptoms of meningitis, raising fears of an epidemic of the potentially fatal disease.
The men were admitted to Santa
Clara Valley Medical Center Sunday, adding to the near -record number of county residents since the first
of the year diagnosed with meningitis, an inflammation of the membranes covering the brain.
One of the earlier patients, a Palo
Alto teen-ager. died of the disease
Friday.
"We’re obviously worried and
concerned but we don’t think there is
any reason to panic at this point, said Frank Hall, director of the county ’s Department of Correction.
The former inmate, Scott Maycumer. 26. was listed in serious but

’We’re obviously worried and concerned
but we don’t think there is any reason to
panic at this point.’
Frank

Hall

Dept. of Correction Director
stable condition Monday. He was released Wednesday front Barracks
No. 13 at Elmwood Rehabilitation
Center in Milpitas. where he served
about a month for a traffic warrant,
corrections officials said.
Sunday night, several hours after
county health officials began administering the antibiotic Rifampin to
Elmwood residents, a current inmate
with meningitis -like symptoms was
taken to the hospital and placed in

isolation. said Sheriff’s It. Bob
Stith.
Officials would not identify the
sick inmate. who was in fair condition today.
Any other inmates who show potential symptoms of meningitis also
would be sent to the hospital, Stith
said.
Health and corrections officials,
who began contacting inmates who
spent time in the barracks since late

last month, also put about 70 curreia
inmates under a limited quarantine.
Hall said.
Since the start of 1989, the health
department has recorded 16 cases of
includmeningitis. Five patients
ing William McKissock, 18, who
died last week - were students at
Ardis G. Egan School in Los Altos.
The outbreak approaches the
county record of 18 cases diagnosed
in January and February last year.
The usual is seven or eight cases.
said Dr. Stephen Coray. a health officer with the county health department.
"We’re definitely seeing more
cases than we have in the last three
or four years," he said.

HERE IT COMES...

TODAY

Respect and prestige come
naturally to people who serve
as officers in the Army Nurse
Corps.
You’ll be part of a very special health care team, and
your duties could range from
serving in a high-tech military hospital to serving in a
field hospital or a MASH unit
in the United States or
overseas.
If this sounds interesting,
contact an Army Nurse
Recruiter.

and you can be a part of it!
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Career Panning 4 Piacernent, Student Union. Ha.ng
F nancAi Aid Health Services. Student Acluses a Services
Counsesng SaNiCeS, T511,19 a Evaluators. Disabled Student Services

The Student Union

Recreation and Events Center
Is now accepting applications for positions in the following
areas:

How do we love you?
F SEE Balloons, First AO RdS, F,Does. V50-5
INFORMATION. Key Tags. Pens 4 Pencil, Popso,

$500

Fitness/ Recreation

Access Control/ Entry

Applications are available

Pro -shop/ Retail

Box Office Ticketing

Monday- Friday, 8:00-5:00pm

Clerical
Custodial

Cashier
Maintenance

Student Union Director’s Office

4300 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 125
San Jose, CA 95129
Tel 243-8280

SCAVENGER HUNT PRIZES

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Lighten your loa S semester
xtra unit.
by carryins
Even if you’re up to your
eyebrows in homework. you
needn’t carry the world on
V( ur shoulders.
Not with a Macintoshfi
computer on your desk.
Thinl«i an assignment
that weighs heavily on your
mind right now-say, a term
paper. With Macintosh, you
can bring instant order to the
jumble of notes, scribbles,
quotes, and excerpts that’ll go
into your paper. You can
quickly draft an outline,
change the order of topics,
and jot down related ideas
at vill
Then vim start to write.
You dim’t like the way you
,hr:isecl a paragraph? No

problem-try something new,
without erasing or retyping a
word. Want to move the second
page of your first draft to the tail
end of your last draft? It only
takes a few seconds.
With Macintosh, you can
also have your paper proofread
in a minute or two. And you air
illustrate it with professionallooking drawings and graphs..
even if you don’t know a

T-square from a Third.
And here’s the clincher
You can learn to do all of
these things-all of them-in less
time than you might spend
studying for a Monday
morning quiz. Starting Siinday.
If you don’t believe it, stop
by the Spartan Bookstore and
let us show you.
You’ll wonder how you
ever carried a semester with-

out your Macintosh.
t.
The power to he your best,TM
Macintosh SE20 Bundle
$2,483.51

SE20(moususy5tem tour disk,
W/20Mb Inlernat drive

Free
90.72
74.95

HyperCard

Keyboard(standard)
Microsoft Word
Starter Kit:

Surge Protector VeN6-6
Small Mousepad
Sony 2DD 10pk Disks
Ampad 1250 ct Paper
Apple Black Ribbon
73.95
Intro to Macintosh Class
Free
I magewriter II w/cable.. 483.51
Regular SBS Price
$3,206.64

NOW ON SALE FOR $2,900.00
You Save an Add11
306.64
(Suggested Retail.

$5,056.30)

Limited to Stock On hand!
Other bundles with special pricing
available-stop by the bookstore.
C 151e8 Apple Compuier, Inc /Ind.:, the cltple logo
and MoeintosI, ar. reentered Oedema*, of Apple
Computer, Inc
(rade...4 c

’The power to he your hew" I, a
mputer, Inc

Other bundles with special pricing available-stop by the bookstore for more details.

SE/20 Bundle Ends March 4,1989
-I
t

SPARTAN

14 X ESTI

lit Spartan Bookstore Computer Department accepts Apple Credit, Apple Loan to Own, Visa, MasterCard, personal checks, and cash.
r I
ully, stall and Full Time students only.
Payments made by check, visa, or \tisicrt .3rd must be in the name ot the qualified SiSt! buyer, parent or spouse.Not good with
x >tomtit.: wmPrrnt DEpARTmENT, 924-1809
other offers. Limit-one system unit per customer. SPA k I \

LAIR MA,’

any

